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I. How’s democracy doing?
II. Why do democracies develop and

decline?
III. Will strongmen rule the world?
IV. Will democracy revive and spread?
V. Does leadership matter?

Liberal democracy: Liberalism is government by the rule of law, with
the goal of protecting individual rights, equality and enterprise.
Democracy is the process by which the law is agreed upon.

I. How’s democracy doing?

From Greek:
“Peoples’ power”

1st, let’s define types of world regimes
◼

◼

◼

◼

Closed Autocracy: Chief executive is not elected or there
is no meaningful competition in elections
Electoral Autocracy: Hold multiparty elections for chief
executive, but fall short of democratic standards due to
irregularities, limitations on party competition, etc.
Electoral Democracy: Hold free and fair multiparty
elections, achieve a high level of institutional guarantees
for freedom of association, suffrage, clean elections, an
elected executive, and freedom of expression
Liberal Democracy: In addition to Electoral Democracy
principles, effective legislative & judicial oversight of
executive, protection of individual liberties and rule of law
denominates
* For our analysis, we need an empirical rating of the state of democracy in all countries for many years.
Such most notable ratings are by Polity IV, Freedom House and V-Dem. We will use V-Dem which covers
upwards of 180 countries for 200 years and the most comprehensive and rigorously analyzed.
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Democracy of average person is down to 1989 - 30 years of democratic advances reversed
Only 34 liberal democracies – fewest since 1995

1989

1989
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Map & examples
of 4 regime types

◼

◼

◼

◼

Closed Autocracy: Afghanistan, China, Cuba, Saudi
Arabia, North Korea, Vietnam
Electoral Autocracy: Belarus, Russia, Egypt,
Hungary, Philippines, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan
Electoral Democracy: Argentina, Brazil, Mexico,
Poland, Portugal, South Africa, Ukraine
Liberal Democracy: Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, Japan, S Korea, Sweden, UK, US
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Democracy is more
than elections
◼

◼

◼

◼

Democracy is more than elections – it’s governing
based on consent of governed, institutions
accountable to all, adherence to rule of law, and
respect for human rights
Democracy is an engine of self-correction and
improvement that empowers people to constantly,
peacefully struggle toward its ideal
The unique and inherent capacity for self-correction is
what makes democracy so successful
Many falsely claim it or have it in their name
◼
◼

Russia and China call their dictatorships “democratic”
Democratic People’s Republic of North Korea
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Democracies are not doing well!

Democracies declining & autocracies rising
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Liberal democracies peaked in 2012 with 42 countries vs.
only 34 in 2021, the fewest since 1995 and have only 13%
of world's population
Electoral democracies peaked in 2016 at 50 and dropped
to 55 in 2021 with 16% of population
Closed autocracies are on the rise – up from 25 to 30
countries between 2020 and 2021
Electoral autocracies, 60 countries with largest share of
world population – 44%
In total: 89 democracies and 90 autocracies in 2021, but
autocracies have 70% of world population
Democracy of average person down to 1989; 30 years of
democratization reversed to fewest since 1995
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Democracies have peaked both in
number and share of world population

◼
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II. Why do democracies
develop and decline?
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Perhaps there’s an inherent desire for
freedom – an arrow of history
Big gains after WWII due to US leadership
Gains during periods of peace and prosperity
Backsliding during economic, political, and natural
crises: Wars, recessions, pandemics, polarization …
Influenced by changes in neighboring countries
Promote economic growth and domestic stability
Transitions to democracy double spending on poverty
alleviation, increase life expectancy, reduce mortality
Don’t fight wars against each other
Source: Michael Coppedge et al., (Editors), Why Democracies Develop and Decline, 2022
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Democracy & Economic
Freedom go together

◼

◼

◼

Economic freedom = to
choose and engage in voluntary
transactions as long as don’t harm others
Democracies support voluntary exchanges (markets),
protect individuals and their property, provide access
to legal system and sound money
Without economic freedom there can be no political
freedom or civil freedoms – all prerequisites for
growth and broader human development
9

Economic Freedom & Democracy improve lives
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Why democratic
backsliding?
(Autocratization)

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

While regime change via military coups has declined
since the end of Cold War, but subtler forms increased
During third wave of democratization in late 20th
century, many new, weak democracies were
established and peaked in 2010
Precisely these regimes are most vulnerable to
backsliding and wave of autocratization began in 2010
Backsliding is caused by state-led weakening of
democratic political institutions
National crises, such as Great Recession of 2008,
increased backsliding
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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Since 2010, more countries
autocratizing than democratizing

◼

◼

Of top autocratizing countries, all were democracies
10 years ago, 7 reversed to autocracy
80% of autocratization leads to fall of democracy
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Why the democracy
decline?

◼

◼

◼

◼

China & Russia undermine liberty at home & foster
autocracy abroad
Income inequality and stagnation have increased
polarization
Disempowerment - citizens no longer feel are
participants in a political system
Breakdown of social institutions (Bowling Alone) churches, youth sports leagues, service associations …

Sources: Freedom in World and John Ikenberry, May/June, 2022 Foreign Affairs
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The challenge of autocrats
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Autocrats are empowered by their
political & economic might, plus
waning pressure from democracies
Are not designed to serve best interests of
populations, or to enable people to improve their lives
Instead, autocrats minimize checks on their abuses
and maintain their prolonged grip on power
A world governed by autocrats would be of disorder,
armed conflict, violence, corruption, volatility …
Such global instability and insecurity would have a
significant cost in human lives
In democracies, people can let off steam
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Why the turn toward
nationalism and
authoritarianism?
◼

◼

◼

◼

Fear-based populist illiberal one-party state,
suppresses rivals, rewards party loyalty, pits working
class against non-party elite, defines patriotism as
unwavering allegiance to the party, brands
opposition as enemies, exploits populist
disenchantment with liberal democracy …
Extreme partisanship results in proliferation of
conspiracy theories and distortion of truth
Lack of political discourse and casting of opponents
as enemies, stalemate resolution of critical issues
Polarization is galvanized by new media distortions
Source: Anne Applebaum, Twilight of Democracy, 2021
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Pandemic measures, propaganda,
social media … enabled autocrats
◼

◼

◼

◼

Pandemic emergency closing of borders, created
widespread uncertainty, and enabled authoritarians
to exercise control (e.g., Orban in Hungary)
Political parties in Europe are stirred by greater spirit
of nativism, fundamentalism, and isolationism
Online propaganda serves as disseminator of
provocative misinformation/disinformation, designed
to foment populist anger (based on likes, not truth)
Disappointment with meritocracy, the appeal of
conspiracy theories, and cantankerous discourse on
social media
Source: Anne Applebaum, Twilight of Democracy, 2021
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Nature of
Autocratizing countries
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Have lower life expectancy, less effective health
service, endure loss of civil liberties and rights, and
much lower incomes
Autocracies tend to be greater distance from natural
harbors (a measure of difficult communication and
trade, which hurts democracy )
Lower Protestant and European descended population
Greater economic dependence on exports of natural
resources such as oil and minerals
More severe when strong anti-system movement,
economic growth is weak or in economic crisis
Source: Michael Coppedge et al., (Editors), Why Democracies Develop and Decline, 2022
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“Modernization
hypothesis”

◼

◼
◼

◼

“Modernization hypothesis” - GDP per capita is
positively linked to levels of democracy
Per capita GDP is single best predictor of democracy
Civil society organizations and nonviolent protest
affect democracy in positive ways
Higher GDP per capita is also stabilizing - lowers
likelihood of democratic declines
Source: Michael Coppedge et al., (Editors), Why Democracies Develop and Decline, 2022
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Birds of a feather
flock together

◼

◼

◼

◼

Countries embedded in networks of democracies tend
to become and remain more democratic
Those linked with undemocratic countries tend to
become or remain less democratic
When countries experience an upturn or a downturn
in democracy, their neighbors change in same
direction
Similarly, countries surrounded by democratic
neighbors tend to eventually become more democratic
Source: Michael Coppedge et al., (Editors), Why Democracies Develop and Decline, 2022
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Democracy rise is
slow until it isn’t

◼

◼

◼

◼

Autocracy may be stable for years, but then suddenly
experiences a dramatic transition or breakdown
International war harms and global expansions
benefit democratization
High per capita GDP tends to raise level of democracy
and temper severity of downturns
Existence of oil and mining deposits increased income
in many countries, but concentrated resources in the
state, strengthening autocracies
Source: Michael Coppedge et al., (Editors), Why Democracies Develop and Decline, 2022
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Bad times is bad
for democracy

◼

◼

◼

Since 2009, after
Great Recession,
many countries experienced democratic decline
Especially those with a weak economy in which an
anti-system movement has risen and a previous
downturn happened
This backsliding happened in Brazil, Greece, Hungary,
India, Philippines, Poland, Turkey, and even US since
financial crisis of 2008–9 and during the global
economic downturn of Covid pandemic
Source: Michael Coppedge et al., (Editors), Why Democracies Develop and Decline, 2022
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III. Will strongmen rule
the world?

◼

◼

Since 2000, strongmen have risen to power in Russia,
China, India, Brazil, Hungary, Turkey and Saudi Arabia
Strongmen have commonalities:
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Nationalists, populists and social conservatives
Lack tolerance of minorities, dissent or foreigners
Claim to be standing up for ordinary people against elites
Posture as the embodiment of their nation
Encourage a cult of personality (“No Putin, no Russia”)
Appoint family members to key posts
Alter laws to stay in power while enriching themselves
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Why Age of Strongmen?
◼

◼

◼

After 1990 Soviet collapse , West believed
“end of history” democracy had triumphed
But deeply flawed nationalist-populist
autocratic leaders got power
Why now, 30 years later, a resurgence of
authoritarianism?
◼ Three “P”s undermine democracies: Populism,
polarization, and post-truths
◼ Many failed to benefit from economic growth and
had aspirations dashed
◼ Powerful authoritarian, nationalist leaders
transformed ways of gaining, holding & using power
Source: Gideon Rachman, The Age of the Strongman, 2022
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Putin - strongman archetype

◼

◼

Began with Putin’s rise in 2000 “the archetype and model”
Putin’s trademark tactics:
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Reining in independent sources of power
Asserting central authority of the state
Using warfare to bolster personal position
Hostile to liberalism and western-led world order
Lies, disinformation & cult of personality
Ethno-nationalism & historical revisionism and the
ready use of violence
24

BRICs are most
threatening to
World Order
◼

◼

◼

BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China & South Africa)
have 30% of world’s GDP and 40% of population
BRICS - problematic, dangerous, or even hostile,
especially since Putin’s invasion of Ukraine which all
BRICS fail to condemn
BRICS display a contempt for rule of law, maintain
hostility towards liberalism, use new media as
dangerous new tools of social control, and are forming
institutions and considering expanding membership
Source: Gideon Rachman, The Age of the Strongman, 2022
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All BRICS, but China democratized after Cold
War but backslid after Great Recession 2008
BRICS Liberal Democratic Index
End Cold War
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Source: V-Dem download Oct 20, 2021. V-Dem Regimes of World score ranges are: Liberal Democracy (1
to 0.67), Electoral Democracy (0.66 to 0.37), Electoral Autocracy (0.36 to 0.1), and Closed Autocracies
((0.09 to 0).
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Other BRIC strongmen

◼

◼

◼

In China, Xi Jinping teeters
towards megalomania, leader for life, “thoughts”
embodied in constitution, jailed opponents – most
powerful since Mao
India’s Hindu nationalist prime minister, Narendra
Modi, styles himself a man of the masses, in touch
with “real India” but farm and currency reforms in
2020 sparked unprecedented grassroots protests by
the very people he claimed to uniquely understand.
Jair Bolsonaro, president of Brazil, hard-line
conservative nationalist, downplayed Covid, may not
relinquish power if defeated in election by Lulu
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IV. Will democracy revive and spread?
What’s at stake?

◼

◼

◼

Non-green
portions of these
maps reflect nondemocracies
Challenge is to
reverse democratic
decline
Unlikely to convert
China or Russia,
but democratic
solidarity could
shift the balance
28

Shooting ourselves in the foot?
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Autocrats are having a bad year: Putin thwarted in
Ukraine while thousands flee to avoid fighting; Iranian
mullahs beating to death young women and shooting
dozens; while China firewalls, monitors, and scores
Yet we remain focused on iniquity of America
This is the paradox of liberalism: since we’re free to
air our faults, we can talk about nothing else
Liberty's essential virtue is accountability which we
exercise to threshold of self-destruction.
We can either heed Winston Churchill’s saying that
democracy is the worst form of government except for
all the others, or continue our self-destruction
Condensed from “Western Democracy Is Revolting Against Itself”, by Gerard Baker, WSJ, Oct 10, 2022
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Understanding the
New Nationalism
◼
◼

◼

Nationalism is back in a central role in global politics
What’s fueling the new nationalism?
◼ Historical grievances: India exploited by colonialism;
China humiliated; Turkey angered by West occupation
after WWI; Russia embittered by West’s “help”
◼ Globalization deepened inequalities
◼ Leaders became skilled and unscrupulous

West believed end Cold War would boost democracy

It hasn’t - No silver bullet to vanquish new nationalism
◼ But West cannot afford to quit trying
30
Source: Daron Acemoglu, Understanding the New Nationalism, project-syndicate.org, Jun 8, 2022.
◼

Without peace, prosperity, and
stability, democracy is fragile
◼

◼

◼

Economic development is strongly associated
with democracy , but economic development does not
necessarily lead to democracy. …
Democracy doesn’t “ just happen ” as a matter of
course with a society’s modernization; rather, real
people need to make risky decisions ….
Democracy is a form of government in which
opposition parties and politicians are given the
unimpeded opportunity to compete for popular
support , and thus for power, in national elections.
…This is not all that democracy means , but
democracy cannot exist without it.
Source: Dan Slater and Joseph Wong, From Development to Democracy: The
Transformations of Modern Asia, 2022, pages vii and 14.
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Democracy requires a
balance of power of
state and society
◼

◼

◼

◼

Democracy is a “narrow
corridor” achieved by balancing power of state with
power of society as in US or UK
By contrast, in China and Russia, society has little
power and state power dominates
To encourage freedom, states must be strong enough
to enforce laws and provide public services but also
restrained by civil society
Unfortunately, democracy is not inevitable nor
irreversible - as we have shown
Source: Acemoglu & Robinson, The Narrow Corridor, 2020
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Ukraine is crucial
to world order

◼

◼

◼

◼

There is no more important priority than ensuring
Ukraine war ends in Moscow’s defeat
How the war ends will tell which way global politics is
heading and which political system is best
Also, succumbing to China’s threat to Taiwan would
change the region if not the world
Global conditions for democracy are bad and getting
worse, but most would still rather live in a democracy

Adapted from “All Democracy Is Global”, By Larry Diamond, Foreign Affairs, Sep/Oct 2022.
Diamond of Stanford University is highly regarded expert of Democracy
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V. Does leadership matter?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Some claim history as if events overwhelm men and
women by a vast process of which they were tools, not
creators.
And insist on viewing individuals and the events they
shape as mere ’surface disturbances’ in a wider sea of
vast and ineluctable tides.
But [decisions] are always applied through human
agency and filtered through human perception…
Men and women shape their environment by their
interpretation of it.
Leaders understand that what seems inevitable become
so by human agency and transcend the circumstances
they inherited
Source: Adapted from Kissinger, Leadership, 2022, p xxv-xxvi
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Tough times require
leadership

◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Greatness in history resides in
the refusal to abdicate to vast impersonal forces...
Faith in the future is indispensable. No society can
remain great if it loses faith in itself…
Scope remains for individual effort...
Ancient philosopher Epictetus insisted, “We cannot
choose our external circumstances, but we can
always choose how we respond to them.”
It is the role of leaders to help guide that choice
and inspire their people in its execution.”
Kissinger, Leadership (p 415-16):
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Declining democracy & World Order
Summary & Conclusions

I.

How’s democracy doing?
◼

II.

Why do democracies develop and decline?
◼

III.

Expanding in clout but may overstep, trip and fall

Can democracy revive and spread?
◼

V.

Most want freedom, but crises & autocrats intervene

Will strongmen rule the world?
◼

IV.

Not well, declining, especially after Great Recession

Yes, it did after WWII and Cold War and can again if
world becomes more stable & peaceful

Does leadership matter?
◼

Yes, good ones can transcend their circumstances
Class 3. De-globalization and world order
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Epilogue on Democracy

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Let’s not put all the blame for decline in democracy on
Putin or Xi or other strongmen
Ebb and flow of democracy is driven by more than
personalities
Depends also upon economic cycles, soft power, wars,
floods, earthquakes, pandemics … and persistent efforts
of liberal democracies
Advancing democracy is possible, but it can be slow and
laborious until it’s sudden and contagious
Few flock to autocracies or like to keep their mouth shut
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